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Inflight Connectivity Engineered for Business Aviation
Intelsat FlexAir is a ubiquitous, multi-layered broadband satellite 
connectivity service that delivers a high-quality inflight internet 
experience. FlexAir is uniquely designed for business aviation and 
bandwidth is not shared with commercial aviation or consumer 
broadband customers. This means passengers can seamlessly 
connect to what matters most anywhere they fly.

Flexible and Scalable
FlexAir – a global, fully managed, high-throughput satellite  
(HTS) service – features multiple layers of coverage for added 
resiliency and redundancy. The ultimate passenger experience  
is achieved through our proven ability to connect everyone  
onboard even when routes or data demand shift unexpectedly. 

Additionally, Intelsat remains at the forefront of cybersecurity. It  
is the only satellite operator certified by an independent auditor  
for Service Organization Control 3 (SOC 3) compliance, ensuring  
your communications are always secure while connected. 

Offsite Should Never Mean Offline 
The power of FlexAir ensures a consistent and reliable passenger 
experience across every device and application, regardless of how 
many jets are on the network. Passengers will experience unfettered 
applications while never worrying about staying connected. No 
matter what service plan you go with, FlexAir speeds are never 
throttled. The best passenger experience is achieved every time. 

Benefits At-A-Glance 

Intelsat FlexAir 

Business jet connectivity built to a higher standard

Strength, breadth and 
depth of a fully Integrated, 

open architecture  
Ku-band ecosystem

Global coverage 
specifically committed 

to business aviation

 
Up to 15/2 Mbps speeds  
supporting streaming 

cloud-based enterprise 
applications, email,  

voice and text

 
Industry-first service plan 
flexibility tailored to meet 

customer needs



About Intelsat
As the foundational architects 
of satellite technology, Intelsat 
operates the world’s most 
trusted satellite telecom 
network. We apply our 
unparalleled expertise and 
global scale to connect people, 
businesses, governments and 
communities, no matter how 
difficult the challenge. Intelsat 
is building the future of global 
communications with the 
world’s first hybrid, multi-orbit, 
software-defined 5G network 
designed for simple, seamless, 
and secure coverage precisely 
when and where our customers 
most need it.  

Follow the leader in global 
connectivity and “Imagine 
Here,” with us, at Intelsat.com.
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FlexAir Coverage Map

Simple, Customer-centric Service Plans 
Select a data plan that meets your unique needs. No matter what 
you go with, FlexAir delivers the best possible experience and won’t 
throttle or limit your internet speeds. Available in ‘power by the hour’ 
hourly billing plans, pay-as-you-go, and in unlimited service plans. 

A Partnership Committed to Service Excellence 
Together with Satcom Direct (SD), we are advancing inflight internet 
for business aviation through hassle-free, end-to-end managed 
solutions. Offered exclusively through SD, FlexAir has you covered  
no matter how your connectivity needs evolve. 

Soar to Higher Heights with FlexAir
Grow with us as we launch new satellites and services. The  
construct of our next-generation network will be cloud-based, 
fully virtualized, and software-defined – delivering an unrivaled 
connectivity experience. 

Learn more at www.intelsat.com/businessjet 
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